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Assistant Secretary for Children and Families 


As part of self-initiated audits by the Office of Inspector General, we are alerting you to 

the issuance on JanuarY 29 I 2002 I of three.tinal audit reports related to the 

recovery of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) overpayments by the 

States of Texas, Louisiana and Illinois. In total, we are recommending recovery of about 

$3 1 million. Copies of the reports are attached. 


The objective of these reviews was to determine whether the States properly collected 

and refunded AFDC overpayment recoveries to the Federal Government. State agencies 

are required to pursue AFDC overpayments made prior to October 1, 1996 and make 

appropriate refunds to the Federal Government. Also, collections of overpayments 

occurring after that date are to be used to offset Temporary Assistance to Needy Families 

(TANF) expenditures in the year collected. 


Generally, the three States had systems to identify and collect AFDC overpayments but 

did not refund to the Federal Government its proportionate share of those collections. 

Two of the States (Louisiana and Illinois), agreed to refund a total of $17 million 

(LA $1 million; IL $16 million). While Texas agreed with the data analysis in 

determining the amount involved ($14 million), it did not believe that repayment was 

necessary since it sees the Federal guidance on this matter to be contradicto’ry and applied 

retroactively. We believe that the regulations were clear on what was required of the 

States for the applicable time period. 


In addition, we found that Illinois did not follow program instructions regarding 

collections of overpayments occurring after implementation of TANF. Such collections 

should be offset against TANF expenditures for the fiscal year in which the overpayment 

occurred. We identified $3.4 million for offset. The State agreed to formalize its internal 

process to ensure that these collections are properly handled. The State believes 

however, that amounts collected were used to offset the TANF expenditures but could not 

provide supporting documentation. 
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‘Ihe resultswe found in thesethree Statesareconsistentwith reviews we havemade or 
aremaking in other States. An earlier memorandumto you, datedAugust 22,2001, 
summarizedour findings for the six Statesin Region I in which those Stateshad not 
rlefundedthe Federalshareof AFDC collections amounting to $13 million. 
Subsequently,thoseamountshavebeenrepaidby the States. 

We expectto issueadditional reportswithin the next few months of other Stateswe have 
rleviewedand will provide you with thoseresultsaswell. Since it appearsthat States 
hLavenot beenremitting the Federalshareof collected AFDC overpayments,we may 
initiate other reviews asstaff becomeavailable. 

Any questionsor commentson any aspectof this memorandum arewelcome. Pleasecall 
me or haveyour staff contact Donald L. Dille, AssistantInspector General for 
Administrations of Children, Family, and Aging Audits, at (202) 619-1175. 

Attachments(3) 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

JANET REHNQUIST 
Inspector General 

JANUARY 2002 
A-06-01-00035 

REVIEW OF TEXAS DEPARTMENT 
OF HUMAN SERVICES' SYSTEMS 

AND PROCEDURES FOR 
RECOVERING AND REFUNDING 
OVERPAYMENTS MADE UNDER 

THE AID TO FAMILIES WITH 
DEPENDENT CHILDREN PROGRAM 



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector General 

Office of Audit Services 
1100 Commerce, Room 6B6 
Dallas. TX 75242- 1027 

Common Identification Number: A-06-0 l-00035 


Mr. James R. Hine 

Commissioner 

Texas Department of Human Services 

701 W. 5 1” Street 

Austin, Texas 78751 


De‘ar Mr. Hine: 


Enclosed are two copies of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of 

Inspector General (OIG), Office of Audit Services’ (OAS) final report entitled “Review of Texas 

Department of Human Services’ Systems and Procedures for Recovering and Refunding 

Overpayments Made Under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program.” A copy of 

this report will be forwarded to the action offkial noted below for his review and any action 

deemed necessary. 


Final determination as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made by the action official 

named below. We request that you respond to the HHS action official within 30 days from the 

date of this letter. Your response should present any comment or additional information that you 

believe may have a bearing on the final determination. 


In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552, as amended 

by Public Law 104-23 l), OIG, OAS reports issued to the Department’s grantees and contractors 

are made available to members of the press and general public to the extent information 

contained therein is not subject to exemptions in the Act which the Department chooses to 

exercise. (See 45 CFR Part 5.) 


To :facilitate identification, please refer to Common Identification Number A-06-01-00035 in all 

correspondence relating to this report. 


Regional Inspector General 
for Audit Services 

Enclosure - as stated 



Direct Reply to HHS Action Official: 

Mr. Leon R. McCowan 

Regional Hub Director 

Administration for Children and Families 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

1301 Young Street, Suite 914 

Dallas, Texas 75202 




DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 81HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector General 

Office of Audit Services 
1100 Commerce, Room 6B6 
Dallas, TX 75242-l 027 

Common Identification Number: A-06-0 l-00035 


Mr. James R. Hine 

Commissioner 

Texas Department of Human Services 

701 W. 51” Street 

Austin, Texas 7875 1 


Dear Mr. Hine: 


This report provides you with the results of our review of Texas Department of HumanServices’ 

(TDHS) systems and procedures for recovering and refunding overpayments made under the Aid 

to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. The objectives of the review were to 

determine whether TDHS has systems and procedures to: (1) properly identify, collect and 

report AFDC overpayment recoveries, and (2) refund the correct amount of AFDC overpayment 

recoveries to the Federal Government. 


The TDHS has systems that identify, collect and report various overpayment recoveries. 

However, these systems do not separately identify recoveries of AFDC overpayments. As a 

result, TDHS does not have a process in place to refund the Federal share of the AFDC 

overpayment collections to the Federal Government. 


A TDHS analysis determined that from October 1, 1996 through May 3 1,200l a total of 

$22.1 million has been recovered in AFDC overpayments made prior to October 1,1996. Of 

that amount, $14.6 million was from cash restitutions and $7.5 million in recoupments (reduction 

of benefits). However, the Federal share of $13.8 million of the recoveries was not refunded in 

accordance with Federal requirements. We verified that the data used to determine the AFDC 

overpayment recoveries was accurate. 


**As a result, we are recommending that TDHS: (1) refund $13.8 million to the Administration for 

Children and Families (ACF) in accordance with Federal requirements, (2) begin to separately 

identify AFDC overpayment recoveries, and (3) refund the Federal share of subsequent AFDC 

recoveries to ACF in the form of a check at least quarterly. 


In response to our draft report, TDHS stated that it was not able to comply with Federal 

requirements because instructions were contradictory and retroactive. As a result, TDHS does 

not agree with the recommendation to refund by check the $13.8 million in AFDC overpayments 

it collected during the period October 1, 1996 through May 3 1,200l. See Appendix B for 

complete text of auditee comments. 
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The requirements under the former AFDC program regarding the collection of overpayments by 
the States have been clearly defined—States are obligated to recover overpayments. The basic 
issue is what action the States need to take regarding these recoveries. We believe that TDHS 
should have been following the most recent Federal guidance that rescinded previous program 
instructions. This latest guidance stated that there had been no change in the former AFDC 
requirement that States must return to the Federal government the computed Federal share of 
recoveries that are made on outstanding overpayments occurring prior to October 1, 1996. 
Therefore, we continue to believe that our recommendations are valid. 

BACKGROUND 

Title IV-A of the Social Security Act established the AFDC program to encourage the care of 
dependent children of low-income families in their homes. In 1996, the Personal Responsibility 
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act replaced the AFDC program with the Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program. The Administration for Children and Families 
(ACF) provides funding for and administers both programs. 

Federal regulations for AFDC require States to collect overpayments until the full amount has 
been received. Although the AFDC program was replaced by TANF, a number of AFDC 
overpayments remain outstanding and State agencies are still obligated to pursue and recover any 
uncollected amounts. The regulations also require that State agencies maintain information on 
the individual and total number and amount of overpayments identified and their disposition for 
current and former recipients. 

Federal guidance, in the form of program instructions issued March 1999, May 2000 and 
September 2000, reiterated that there has been no change in the former AFDC program 
requirements that State agencies were obligated to pursue AFDC overpayments made prior to 
October 1, 1996 and make refunds to the Federal government. The May 2000 instructions did 
indicate that for recoveries made after September 30, 1996, the full amount of the recovered 
overpayments was to be retained by the State and used for TANF program costs. The program 
instructions did not specifically indicate that this pertained to the recovery of overpayments 
occurring prior to October 1996. 

The September 2000 guidance rescinded the prior guidance and required States to repay the 
Federal share of collected AFDC overpayments by December 31, 2000 via check based on the 
FMAP rate in effect for the State during fiscal year 1996. States that had not been properly 
tracking recovery of AFDC overpayments made prior to October 1, 1996 are to perform an 
analysis of their accounts receivable systems to identify all recoveries made either by 
recoupment or cash collections and pay the Federal share of the recovered amounts to ACF via 
check by December 31, 2000. After a State becomes current with remitting past due AFDC 
overpayment recoveries, it is required to remit the Federal share of current AFDC recoveries to 
ACF via check no less frequently than quarterly. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The objectives of the review were to determine whether TDHS has systems and procedures to: 
(1) properly identify, collect and report AFDC overpayments made prior to October 1, 1996, and 
(2) refund the correct amount of AFDC overpayment recoveries to the Federal Government. 

To accomplish our objectives, we: 

• 	 reviewed the policies and procedures established by TDHS to identify and recover 
overpayments; 

• 	 reviewed overpayment recovery transactions to evaluate the effectiveness of the policies 
and procedures; 

• 	 traced recoveries of AFDC and TANF overpayments to the TDHS accounting system; 
and 

• 	 interviewed TDHS officials to determine if AFDC overpayment recoveries were being 
refunded to the Federal Government. 

Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 

Our review of TDHS’s internal controls was limited to obtaining an understanding of the policies 
and procedures applicable to the identification, collection and reporting of overpayments. We 
performed our fieldwork at the Texas Department of Human Services in Austin, Texas from 
April through July 2001. 

RESULTS OF REVIEW 

The TDHS has not refunded AFDC overpayment recoveries in accordance with Federal 
requirements. The TDHS did not modify its existing accounts receivable system to separately 
identify AFDC overpayments and recoveries when the AFDC program ended effective 
September 30, 1996 and the TANF program began. 

Federal Requirements 

Federal regulations for AFDC require States to collect overpayments until the full amount 
has been received. Prior to TANF, the Federal share of collected overpayments were reported on 
Federal form ACF-231 and offset against future Federal financial participation in the AFDC 
program. However, when TANF replaced AFDC, States no longer had that reporting process to 
repay the Federal share of collected AFDC overpayments because the program was block 
granted. 
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Federal guidance requires States to analyze their accounts receivable systems to identify all 

recoveries made either by recoupment or cash collections for overpayments made prior to 

October 1, 1996 and repay the Federal share of collected AFDC overpayments by 

December 31, 2000 via check based on the FMAP rate in effect for the State during fiscal year 

1996. After a State becomes current with remitting past due AFDC overpayment recoveries, it is 

required to remit the Federal share of current AFDC recoveries to ACF via check no less 

frequently than quarterly. 


TDHS Accounts Receivable System 

We sampled and reviewed selected transactions to evaluate the systems used by TDHS to 
identify, collect and report AFDC overpayment recoveries. These transactions included 
overpayments and recoveries that occurred before and after the AFDC program ended. 

The AFDC overpayments recovered after the AFDC program ended were improperly used to 
reduce TANF program expenditures instead of being refunded in accordance with Federal 
requirements. The accounts receivable system identifies the amount of overpayments, the dates 
the overpayments occurred and the method to be used to recover the overpayments. In addition, 
the system records the recovery of overpayments by cash restitutions and recoupments 
(reductions of benefits). However, the system does not identify whether the overpayment or 
recovery relates to the AFDC or TANF program. As a result, overpayment recoveries identified 
in the accounts receivable system relating to these programs are recorded as negative 
expenditures to the TANF program. 

TDHS Analysis 

The TDHS completed an analysis that determined that AFDC and TANF overpayments totaling 
$29.5 million were recovered during the period October 1, 1996 through May 31, 2001. Of this 
total, $22.1 million relates to AFDC overpayments that were made prior to October 1, 1996 for 
which the Federal share is $13.8 million. We verified that the data used to determine the AFDC 
overpayment recoveries was accurate. See Appendix for the restitution and recoupment 
amounts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that TDHS: 

(1) refund $13.8 million to ACF via check in accordance with Federal requirements; 

(2) begin to separately identify AFDC overpayment recoveries; and 

(3) 	 refund the Federal share of subsequent AFDC recoveries to ACF in the form of a 
check at least quarterly. 
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TDHS COMMENTS AND OIG RESPONSE 

TDHS’ Comments 

The TDHS provided comments to our draft report in a letter dated November 9,200l (see 
Appendix B). The TDHS agrees with the analysis of the data in its system, but does not agree 
with the recommendation to refund by check the Federal share of AFDC overpayments it 
collected after October 1, 1996. In addition, TDHS states that it would have been out of 
compliance no matter what action it took because ACF program instructions were contradictory 
and contained retroactive wording. Furthermore, TDHS contends that the correct direction it 
should follow was not clear until it was provided the September 1,200O Program Instruction by 
the OIG auditor. . 

OIG Response 

The requirements under the former AFDC program regarding the collection of overpayments by 
the States have been clearly defined. States are obligated to recover overpayments and remit to 
the Federal Government it proportionate share. This requirement remained in effect after TANF 
was implemented. In March 1999, ACF issued Program Instructions on this matter which only 
confirmed what the States should have been doing during the preceding two years. 

If TDHS had followed the initial program guidance, it should have refunded recoveries for 
overpayments occurring prior to October 1996 to the Federal government at least until May 
2000. There would have only been about a 4 month period of time that TDHS should have been 
retaining the Federal share of the recoveries under its interpretation of the May 2000 instructions 
until the latest guidance was issued. However, at time of our review, TDHS had not made any 
refunds to the Federal Government for recoveries of overpayments made prior to October 1, 
1996. Although TDHS indicates that it never received the latest guidance, this guidance was 
issued to all States and TDHS should have been aware of these instructions. Therefore, we 
continue to believe that our recommendations are valid. 

Regional Inspector General 
for Audit Services 



APPENDICES 




Overpayment Recoveries 
(October 1, 1996 through May 31, 2001) 

Restitutions Recoupments 

Total AFDC and TANF $18,076,628 $11,423,046 

AFDC Only * $14,572,410 $ 7,559,542 

Federal Share of AFDC * $ 9,078,612 $ 4,709,595 

*Overpayments made prior to October 1, 1996 

Appendix A 

Total 

$29,499,674 

$22,131,952 

$13,788,207 
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Department of Health and Human Services 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

JANET REHNQUIST 
Inspector General 

JANUARY 2002 
A-06-01-00073 

REVIEW OF LOUISIANA'S 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES' 

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES FOR 
RECOVERING AND REFUNDING 

OVERPAYMENTS MADE UNDER THE 
AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT 

CHILDREN PROGRAM 



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES . Office of Inspector General 
-

Office of Audit Services 
1100 Commerce, Room 6B6 
Dallas. TX 75242- 1027 

Common Identification Number: A-06-0 l-00073 


Ms. Renea Austin-Duffm 

Secretary 

Louisiana Department of Social Services 

Post Office Box 3776 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 7082 l-3776 


Dear MS Austin-Duffin: 


Enclosed are two copies of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of 

Inspector General(OIG), Office of Audit Services’ (OAS) final report entitled “Review of 

Louisiana’s Department of Social Services’ Systems and Procedures for Recovering and 

Refknding Overpayments Made Under the Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) 

program. A copy of this report will be forwarded to the action official noted below for his 

review and any action deemed necessary. 


Final determination as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made by the action official 

named below. We request that you respond to the HHS action official within 30 days from the 

date of this letter. Your response should present any comment or additional information that you 

believe may have a bearing on the final determination. 


In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552, as amended 

by Public Law 104-23 l), OIG, OAS reports issued to the Department’s grantees and contractors 

are made available to members of the press and general public to the extent information 

contained therein is not subject to exemptions in the Act which the Department chooses to 

exercise. (See 45 CFR Part 5.) 


To facilitate identification, please refer to Common Identification Number A-06-01-00073 in all 

correspondence relating to this report. 


Regional Inspector General 
for Audit Services 

Enclosure - as stated 

.I 



Direct Reply to HHS Action Official: 

Mr. Leon R. McCowan 

Regional Hub Director 

Administration for Children and Families 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

1301 Young Street, Suite 914 

Dallas, Texas 75202 




/P DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of lnscector General 

Offlce of Audit Services 
1100 Commerce, Room 686 
Dallas, TX 75242 

Common Identification Number: A-06-01 -00073 


Ms. J. Renea Austin-Duffin 

Secretary 

Louisiana Department of Social Services 

Post Office Box 3776 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 7082 l-3776 


Dear Ms. Austin-Duffin: 


This report provides you with the results of our review of Louisiana’s Department of 

Social Services’ (DSS) systems and procedures for recovering and refunding 

overpayments made under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) 

program. The objectives of the review were to determine whether DSS has systems and 

procedures to: (1) properly identify, collect and report AFDC overpayment recoveries, 

and (2) refund the correct amount of AFDC overpayment recoveries to the Federal 

Government. 


The DSS has systems that identify, collect and report overpayment recoveries. 

However, DSS did not correctly calculate the Federal share of cash restitutions and did 

not properly refund recoupments (benefit offsets) to the Federal Government. 

The Federal share of cash restitutions was understated by $1,62 1 because an incorrect 

Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) rate was used to calculate the refunds. 

In addition, recoupments (benefit offsets) totaling $1,502,5 12 ($1,093,096 Federal share) 

were improperly credited to the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) 

program. 


As a result, we are recommending that DSS: (1) refund $1,094,717 to the Administration 

for Children and Families (ACF) in accordance with Federal requirements, (2) apply the 

correct FMAP rate to AFDC overpayment recoveries, and (3) refund the Federal share of 


*I subsequent AFDC overpayment recoveries in the form of a check at least quarterly. 

In response to our draft report, DSS has agreed with each OIG recommendation to refund 
$1,094,717, apply the correct FMAP rate to AFDC overpayment recoveries and establish 
procedures to return AFDC overpayment recoveries on a quarterly basis. See Appendix 
for a complete copy of DSS’ response. 
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BACKGROUND 

Title IV-A of the Social Security Act established the AFDC program to encourage the 
care of dependent children of low-income families in their own homes. In 1996, the 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act replaced the AFDC 
program with the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program. The ACF 
provides funding for and administers both programs. 

Federal regulations for AFDC require States to collect overpayments until the full amount 
has been received. Although the AFDC program was replaced by TANF, a number of 
AFDC overpayments remain outstanding and State agencies are still obligated to pursue 
and recover any uncollected amounts. The regulations also require that State agencies 
maintain information on the individual and total number and amount of overpayments 
identified and their disposition for current and former recipients. 

Federal guidance issued March 1999 and also in September 2000, requires States to repay 
the Federal share of collected AFDC overpayments by December 31, 2000 via check 
based on the FMAP rate in effect for the State during fiscal year 1996. 

States that had not been properly tracking recovery of AFDC overpayments made prior to 
October 1, 1996 are to perform an analysis of their accounts receivable systems to 
identify all recoveries made either by recoupment or cash collections and pay the Federal 
share of the recovered amounts to ACF via check by December 31, 2000. After a State 
becomes current with remitting past due AFDC overpayment recoveries, it is required to 
remit the Federal share of current AFDC recoveries to ACF via check no less frequently 
than quarterly. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The objectives of the review were to determine whether DSS has systems and procedures 
to: (1) properly identify, collect and report AFDC overpayment recoveries, and (2) 
refund the correct amount of AFDC overpayment recoveries to the Federal Government. 

To accomplish our objectives, we: 

• 	 reviewed the policies and procedures established by DSS to identify and recover 
overpayments; 

• 	 reviewed overpayment recovery transactions to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
policies and procedures; 

• 	 traced recoveries of AFDC and TANF overpayments to the DSS accounting 
systems; 
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• 	 reviewed the calculation of the Federal share of AFDC overpayment recoveries 
reported and refunded to ACF; and 

• 	 interviewed DSS officials to determine if AFDC overpayment recoveries were 
being refunded to the Federal Government. 

Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 

Our review of DSS’ internal controls was limited to obtaining an understanding of the 
policies and procedures applicable to the identification, collection and reporting of 
overpayments. We performed our fieldwork at the Louisiana Department of Social 
Services in Baton Rouge, Louisiana from July through August 2001. 

RESULTS OF REVIEW 

The DSS has not refunded AFDC overpayment recoveries in accordance with Federal 
requirements. The DSS used an incorrect FMAP rate to calculate the Federal share of 
cash restitutions. In addition, recoupments were improperly used to reduce TANF 
program expenditures. 

Federal Requirements 

Federal regulations for AFDC require States to collect overpayments until the full amount 
has been received. Prior to TANF, the Federal share of collected overpayments was 
reported on Federal form ACF-231 and offset against future Federal financial 
participation in the AFDC program. However, when TANF replaced AFDC, States no 
longer had that reporting process to repay the Federal share of collected AFDC 
overpayments because the program was block granted. 

Federal guidance requires States to analyze their accounts receivable systems to identify 
all recoveries made either by recoupment or cash collections and repay the Federal share 
of collected AFDC overpayments by December 31, 2000 via check based on the FMAP 
rate in effect for the State during fiscal year 1996. After a State becomes current with 
remitting past due AFDC overpayment recoveries, it is required to remit the Federal share 
of current AFDC recoveries to ACF via check no less frequently than quarterly. 

DSS Recovery Accounts System 

We sampled and reviewed selected transactions to evaluate the systems used by DSS to 
identify, collect and report AFDC overpayment recoveries. These transactions included 
overpayments and recoveries that occurred before and after the AFDC program ended. 
We also reviewed financial records and interviewed DSS staff to determine if the correct 
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Federal share of AFDC overpayment recoveries was refunded to the Federal 
Government. 

The recovery accounts system identifies the overpayment amounts, the dates the 
overpayments occurred, the method to be used to recover the overpayments, and refunds 
the Federal share of overpayments recovered by cash restitutions. However, DSS used an 
incorrect FMAP rate to calculate the Federal share of cash restitutions. In addition, the 
overpayments recovered by recoupments were improperly used to reduce TANF program 
expenditures. 

DSS Recoupments 

From October 1, 1996 through June 30, 2001, DSS recovered a total of $1,520,512 in 
recoupments related to AFDC overpayments. The DSS offset the total amount against 
TANF program expenditures instead of refunding the Federal share in accordance with 
Federal requirements. As a result, the Federal share of $1,093,096 was not refunded to 
the Federal Government. 

DSS Restitutions 

From October 1, 1996 through June 30, 2001, DSS recovered a total of $1,002,461 in 
cash restitutions related to AFDC overpayments. The DSS refunded the Federal share of 
$719,048 to the Federal Government based on an incorrect FMAP rate. The DSS should 
have refunded $720,669 based on the fiscal year 1996 FMAP rate of 71.89 percent. As a 
result, the amount refunded to the Federal Government was understated by $1,621. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Louisiana Department of Social Services: 

1) 	 refund $1,093,096, the Federal share of recoupments, to ACF in accordance with 
Federal requirements; 

2) 	 refund $1,612, the understated Federal share of restitutions, to ACF in accordance 
with Federal requirements; 

3) apply the correct FMAP rate to all AFDC overpayment recoveries; and 

4) 	 refund the Federal share of subsequent AFDC recoveries to ACF in the form of a 
check at least quarterly. 
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DSS COMMENTS AND OIG RESONSE 

DSS Comments 

The DSS provided comments to our draft in a letter dated November 28,200l (see 
Appendix). The DSS agrees with our recommendations to refund $1,094,717 to ACF, 
apply the correct FMAP rate to AFDC overpayment recoveries and refund the Federal 
share of subsequent AFDC overpayment recoveries in the form of a check at least 
(quarterly. 

(OIG Response 

There is no OIG response since DSS agrees with all recommendations. 

Shcerely, 

paon L. Sat0 
Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
OFFICE OF AUDIT SERVICES 

233 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 

REGION V 
OFFICE OF 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Common Identification Number A-05-0 l-00030 

Ms. Linda Renee-Baker, Secretary 

Illinois Department of Human Services 

100 South Grand Avenue, East 

Springfield, Illinois 62762 


Dear MS Renee-Baker: 


This letter report presents the results of our Review of Aid to Families with Dependent 

Children (AFDC) Overpayment Recoveries. The objectives of our review were to determine 

whether the Illinois Department of Human Services’ (IDHS) practices for identifying, collecting, 

reporting, and remitting or reprogramming AFDC overpayments were in accordance with 

Federal requirements. 


We determined that IDHS had recovered AFDC overpayments, occurring before October 1, 

1996, but did not refund the Federal share of $16,366,006 that was collected after Illinois’ 

implementation of the Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program on July 1, 

1997. In addition, IDHS identified AFDC overpayment recoveries of $3,386,411, occurring 

after October 1,1996, that should have been reprogrammed equally between the Federal TANF 

and State program expenditures. The IDHS lacks written procedures to ensure that recoveries of 

AFDC and TANF overpayments are treated in accordance with ACF program instructions. 


We recommend that IDHS implement procedures to refund the Federal share of current 

($16,366,006) and future recoveries of AFDC overpayments occurring prior to October 1,1996 

to the Administration for Children and Family Services (ACF). We also recommend that IDHS 

implement procedures to ensure that recovered AFDC overpayments occurring after October 1, 

1996, and TANF overpayment recoveries, are reprogrammed to TANF activities. The accounts 

receivable system should be reviewed quarterly to determine recoveries to be refunded to ACF 

and the amount that should be reprogrammed in the TANF program in accordance with ACF 

program instructions. 


1. 

The IHDS agrees with our recommendation to refund the $16 million (Federal share) of 
recovered AFDC overpayments and believes that it is already in compliance with our 
recommendation to reprogramming $1.7 million (Federal share) of AFDC overpayment 
recoveries to eligible TANF activities. Furthermore, IDHS agrees with our recommendation to 
prepare written procedures formalizing the internal processes currently in place. This will ensure 
that AFDC overpayments recoveries are refunded or reprogrammed and that TANF overpayment 
recoveries are reprogrammed in accordance with the guidance provided by ACF. The full text of 
the IDHS response is included as an attachment to the report. 



BACKGROUND 

In 1996 the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (Public 
Law 104-193) repealed the AFDC program and replaced it with the TANF program. The AFDC 
and TANF programs are administered at the Federal level by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Administration for Children and Families (ACF). The IDHS is responsible for 
administering the TANF program and identifying, collecting, reporting, and remitting recovered 
AFDC overpayments to the Federal government. Illinois implemented the TANF program 
effective July 1, 1997. 

Although the AFDC program was repealed and replaced with the TANF program, the 
requirement for States to pursue and recover uncollected AFDC overpayments remains in place. 
The former AFDC program requirement has not changed. Therefore, States must continue to 
return the Federal share of recovered AFDC overpayments that occurred prior to October 1, 
1996. Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations, paragraph 233.20(a)(13)(i)(E), requires 
States to: 

“(1) Recover the overpayment, (2) initiate action to locate and/or recover the 
overpayment from a former recipient, or (3) execute a monthly recovery 
agreement from a current recipient’s grant or income/resources.” 

Different requirements apply to the treatment of recovered AFDC and TANF overpayments 
occurring after October 1, 1996. These AFDC, as well as TANF, recoveries may be retained by 
the State, but must be applied to cover the corresponding Federal and State share of TANF 
expenditures. 

The IDHS’ general authority under State law to recover AFDC overpayments is delineated in the 
Illinois State Collection Act of 1986 (Act). The Illinois Comptroller promulgates State agency 
requirements for compliance with the Act. The IDHS identifies AFDC overpayments primarily 
through various computer matches with Federal and State databases and data base access inquiry 
functions during the client intake and eligibility redetermination processes. The IDHS Bureau of 
Collections administers the IDHS overpayment collection rules and coordinates collection 
activities for AFDC overpayments. 

The IDHS generally recovers AFDC overpayments from current recipients through a reduction 
in the recipient’s monthly assistance payment, also called recoupments. Recoveries from former 
recipients are collected primarily through demand letters, referral to the State Comptroller’s 
offset system for State generated payments, private collection agencies, civil judgments and 
wage garnishments. The IDHS Office of Fiscal Services (OFS) is generally responsible for 
reporting and remitting recovered AFDC overpayments to the Federal government. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 
The primary objective of our audit was to determine whether IDHS practices for identifying, 
collecting, reporting, and remitting AFDC overpayments were in accordance with Federal 
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requirements. Although our audit was intended to cover the period July 1, 1996 through 
September 30, 2000, it was extended to December 31, 2000 to coincide with an accounts 
receivable analysis IDHS performed in response to an ACF Program Instruction. 

To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed applicable Federal laws, regulations, and policies 
regarding State identification and handling of AFDC overpayments. We reviewed State laws, 
regulations, policies and procedures, implemented since welfare reform, for identifying, 
collecting, reporting, and remitting, and reprogramming overpayments. We assessed whether the 
Federal share of recovered AFDC overpayments, occurring prior to October 1, 1996, were 
remitted to ACF. We also assessed whether AFDC overpayments, occurring after October 1, 
1996, were appropriately applied against TANF program expenditures. 

During the course of our audit, the IDHS completed the required analysis of their accounts 
receivable system to identify recoveries of AFDC overpayments that occurred prior to and after 
October 1, 1996. We reviewed the accounts receivable analysis for accuracy and reasonableness. 
Our audit was limited to the recovery procedures applicable to AFDC overpayments recorded in 
the IDHS accounting records. We did not evaluate the IDHS procedures for determining the 
amount of overpayments or the accuracy of these determinations. 

Our review of the IDHS internal control structure was limited to areas related to AFDC 
overpayment recovery activities. In that regard, we obtained an understanding and assessed 
control risk for the implemented policies and procedures related to Federal financial reporting, 
accounts receivable identification and collections, and database access and computer matching 
approaches. Our limited review would not have necessarily disclosed all weaknesses relating to 
IDHS’ overpayment recovery procedures and practices. Except for matters discussed in the 
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS section of this report, we found that items tested 
were in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 

We conducted our field work at the IDHS central offices in Springfield, Illinois from February 
through June 2001. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although the IDHS practices for identifying and collecting AFDC overpayments were generally 
in accordance with Federal requirements, AFDC overpayment recoveries had not been 
appropriately returned to ACF or reprogrammed for TANF purposes since IDHS’ 
implementation of TANF on July 1, 1997. As of December 31, 2000, the State had not refunded 
the Federal share ($16,366,006) of recovered AFDC overpayments, occurring prior to October 1, 
1996, and had not reprogrammed recovered AFDC overpayments, occurring after October 1, 
1996. An IDHS study identified recoveries of AFDC overpayments ($3,386,411) that should 
have been shared equally between the Federal TANF and State programs. 

The State should implement procedures to ensure that recovered AFDC overpayments are 
returned to ACF or properly reprogrammed. Such procedures should include a quarterly analysis 
of accounts receivables and the segregation of AFDC overpayment recoveries by their occurance 
either before or after October 1, 1996. In regard to recovered overpayments that occurred after 
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October 1, 1996, the IDHS should establish procedures to properly distribute AFDC recoveries 
between Federal TANF and State programs, and to ensure that AFDC and future TANF 
overpayment recoveries are used for TANF program costs either in the year of recovery or later. 
If used in subsequent years, they must be used only for providing assistance to eligible TANF 
families. 

Recovered AFDC Overpayments Due to ACF 

Under the AFDC program and until TANF implementation on July 1, 1997, the State routinely 
recovered overpayments and credited them on the quarterly Form ACF-231, Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children Program Financial Report. Since the TANF implementation, the State 
continued to recover AFDC overpayments but did not refund the AFDC recoveries to ACF. 
Although the previous reporting of AFDC overpayment recoveries on the ACF-231 effectively 
reduced the current year drawdown capability, the TANF quarterly reports do not accommodate 
adjustments for AFDC recoveries. Although ACF had instructed the States to continue 
recovering AFDC overpayments, many States did not forward the recoveries to ACF. On 
September 1, 2000, ACF issued a TANF Program Instruction, delineating States responsibilities 
for recovering AFDC and TANF overpayments and for identifying those recoveries that should 
be returned to ACF. 

ACF Program Instruction TANF-ACF-PI-2000-2, Paragraph 1 states: 

…For recoveries of former AFDC program overpayments made before October 
1, 1996 (emphasis added), States are required to repay to the Federal government 
the Federal share of these recoveries. These rules apply regardless of the fiscal 
year in which the recoveries are collected and received by the State. The Federal 
share of these recovered overpayments must be calculated by multiplying the total 
amount recovered by the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) rate in 
effect for the State during fiscal year 1996…. 

ACF Program Instruction TANF-ACF-PI-2000-2, Paragraphs 1C and 1D, continues: 

…States that have not been properly tracking AFDC overpayments that occurred prior to 
October 1, 1996 must perform an analysis of their accounts receivable systems to identify 
all such recoveries received both via recoupment of AFDC or TANF benefits and via 
cash collections. Upon completion of such analysis, the Federal share of the accumulated 
amounts recovered should be remitted to ACF via check. Both of these processes should 
be completed no later than December 31, 2000. Once States have become current with 
past due remittances, checks should be submitted to ACF no less frequently than 
quarterly…. 

During the course of our review, the IDHS completed the required analysis of its accounts 
receivable and segregated AFDC overpayments between those occurring before and after 
October 1, 1996. The results of the IDHS analyses indicate that the net amount of recovered 
AFDC overpayments, occurring prior to October 1, 1996, was $32,732,011 (Federal share 
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$16,366,006). The total recovery of AFDC overpayments was reduced by $118,868 ($59,434 
Federal share) for AFDC overpayments occurring after October 1, 1996 and recovered during the 
transition period preceding TANF implementation. IDHS had erroneously returned these funds 
to ACF rather than reprogramming them to the TANF program activities. 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the State agency: 

• 	 Refund $16,366,006 for the net Federal share of recovered AFDC overpayments, 
occurring prior to October 1, 1996 and 

• 	 Implement written procedures to perform a quarterly analysis of its accounts receivables, 
segregate collections of AFDC overpayments based on their occurrence either before or 
after October 1, 1996, and make appropriate refund to ACF. 

IDHS COMMENTS 

The IDHS agrees to refund $16,366,006 for the net Federal share of recovered AFDC 
overpayments, occurring prior to October 1, 1996. Although IDHS stated that they currently 
have a quarterly process to identify the amounts collected and to segregate the overpayments 
based on when the overpayment occurred, IDHS agreed to prepare written procedures to ensure 
that the review process occurs as expected. They will repay the Federal share of any recovered 
AFDC overpayments that are identified as a result of these quarterly analyses. 

OAS RESPONSE 

We agree with the corrective actions IDHS proposes. 

Recovered AFDC Overpayments Requiring TANF Reprogramming 

Although recovered AFDC overpayments, occurring after October 1, 1996, and recovered TANF 
overpayments do not require a refund to the Federal government, these funds were to be used for 
TANF program expenditures in the year of recovery or later. The IDHS identified AFDC 
overpayments, collected after July 1, 1997, that required reprogramming because they occurred 
after October 1, 1996, but did not properly distribute these funds for TANF use. 

ACF Program Instruction TANF-ACF-PI-2000-2, Paragraph 2A states: 

…For recoveries of former AFDC program overpayments where the overpayment 
occurred after October 1, 1996, States are not required to repay (emphasis added) to 
the Federal government the Federal Share of such recoveries. Instead the full amount of 
these recovered overpayments is to be retained by the State and used for TANF program 
costs in the grant year they are recovered, or later…. 

ACF Program Instruction TANF-ACF-PI-2000-2, Paragraph 2 B states: 
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…Similarly for recoveries of TANF program overpayments where the overpayment 
occurred anytime after a States’ implementation of the TANF program, States are not 
required to repay any portion to the Federal government.  These TANF overpayment 
recoveries must likewise be used for TANF program costs during the grant year in which 
they are recovered, or later…. 

The IDHS accounts receivable analysis identified AFDC overpayment recoveries of $3,386,411 
that should have been distributed between the Federal TANF program and the State Maintenance 
of Effort using the 1997 FMAP rate of 50 percent. The resulting distributions to Federal TANF 
and State programs were $1,693,206 and $1,693,205, respectively. These recovered AFDC 
overpayments should be reprogrammed for use under the TANF program. 

The IDHS does not have written procedures to ensure that retained recoveries of AFDC 
overpayments, occurring after October 1, 1996, and TANF overpayment recoveries are used for 
TANF program costs either in the year of recovery or later. Any developed procedure should 
ensure that, if funds are used in subsequent years, they must be used to provide assistance to 
eligible TANF families. (ACF Program Instruction TANF-ACF-PI-2000-2, Paragraph 2E.) 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the State agency: 

• 	 Distribute retained AFDC overpayment recoveries of $1,693,206 to cover TANF 
program activities and 

• 	 Implement written procedures to ensure that any future recoveries of AFDC 
overpayments, occurring after October 1, 1996, and TANF overpayment recoveries are 
appropriately used to cover TANF program costs. 

IDHS COMMENTS 

The IDHS believes that it is already in compliance with our recommendation to reprogram 
retained AFDC overpayment recoveries of $1,693,206 to cover eligible TANF activities. 
Further, IDHS accepts our recommendation to implement written procedures to formalize the 
internal process to ensure that any future recoveries of AFDC overpayments, occurring after 
October 1, 1996, and TANF overpayment recoveries are appropriately used to cover TANF 
program costs. 

OAS RESPONSE 

We believe that the IDHS should provide the ACF Action Official with documentation 
supporting that the AFDC overpayment recoveries of $1.7 million were reprogrammed for 
approved TANF activities. 
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**** 

Final determination as to actions taken on all matters reported will be made by the HHS action 
official. We request that you respond to the HHS action official within 30 days from the date of 
this letter. Your response should present any comments or additional information that you 
believe may have a bearing on the final determination. It should be directed to the action official 
address sited below. 

In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (Public Law 90-23). OIG 
OAS reports issued to the Department’s grantees and contractors are made available, if 
requested, to members of the press and general public to the extent information contained therein 
is not subject to exemptions in the ACT which the Department chooses to exercise. (See 45 CFR 
Part 5.) As such, within ten business days after the final report is issued, it will be posted on the 
world wide web at httn:/oin.hhs.pov/. 

To facilitate identification, please refer to Common Identification Number A-05-0 l-00030 in all 
correspondence relating to this report. 

Paul Swanson 

Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services 

Direct Reply to Action Official: 

Director, Division of Financial Integrity 

Room 702 Aerospace Building 

370 L’Enfant Promenade SW. 

Washington D.C. 20447 
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100 South Omnd Avenue, Ewt l Springfidd, lllinob 8276~ 
401 South ClInton Street l Chicago, Illinois 60607 

Deccmbcr 7,200l 

Mr. Paulswanaorl 
Regional Imp&or tiad 

for Audit Scrvi~ 
Dqmtmatt ofHealth and Human Saviccs 
Office of Audit Se&as 
233 North Midrigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Re: 	 Review of Aid to Families with 
Depcndmt Children Overpayment 
Rcc~vaics A45-01-00030 . 

Dear h4r. Swanson: 

The Illinois Dcpaxtssmtof Huam Se&es hasanmined the OIG Review of Aid to Families with 
DcpendcnlChildrmnmnbaA-0501-00030andacccptthcfindingsandrccommmdatiooswiththe 
following -cuts. 

1. 	 Refund S16,366,006for thenetFedend shareof recoveredAFDC ovcrpaymmts, occuning 
priorto October 1,1996. 

The DepartmentaccGptsthis nxxmmc~~datjonandwill work with HHS to repzyths Fadarsl . 
shareof the rmm2rcd AFDC overprlymcntn 

2. 	 Implement writtm pxmedum to pafonn a quaxtmly analysis of its accountsreceivables, 
~~collectionsofAFDCovapaymcntsbasedontheiro ccmzz~ceeitherbeforeor~er 
Octobcr1,19%andmakeappmpxiaterefimdtoACF. 

‘The Department amcdy has a process in place to identify, on a quartmiy basis, the 

QnorrnhwlIectadmd~theovapaymentsbasedonwhcstheovapaymentocnared-

Wewill;pnparc~~proccdurestocnsurtthatthepro~occursonaquartcrlybasisin 

thei%tm~ WewillalaoworkwithHHS to~ytheFa3cm.l shmofanyr~~~v~AFDC 

ovapaymcats that are idadfid m a rcdt of thesequarkrIy analyses. 


a. 



. f 

Mr. Paul Swanson 
Decemba 7,200l 

Pllge 2 

3. 	 Distrhte retained AFDC overpaymentrec~vaics of S1,693,206to cover TANF progxam 
activities. 

The Departmeat bclicvc~ that it is already in compliance with this rccommaulation The 
Department haa an intecnal ~~XCSSto: review TAM: program expendi- on at least a 
monthly basis;review TANF eligible saviccs; and,aunrn that both the TANF grant dollars 
andthe a!lowabh AFDC ovapaymux~ recovti arc qxnt on TANF cli&Ie services. In 
eachyear since the ineption of the TANF program, the Stateof Illinois has documented 
TANF eligible apa~&turw in excessof the total amount.nqukd under TANF, MOE and 
theamountrtcluiradtobenpro~~fbrTANFfirombothAFDC andTANFncoveks. 

4. 	 ImplUZlUlt written pr0CedIxWto UUUrCthat soy futurencoverieS Of AFIX Overpayments, 

ocaming after Octoba I.1996 and TANF overpaymeatrecoveries arc appropriately used 

to covet TANF program costs. 

If you have any questions rquding the Department’sresponseto the review, I may be reachedat 
217/X2-7554 or by mail rt 100 South Grand Avamc, East - 1” floor, Springfield, Illinois 62762. 

Gary W. Andemon, Mzmagu 
Office of Fiscal Services 

GWMbjl 

I. cc: JimDonkin 
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